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Background: No observational studies have evaluated the “real-world” effectiveness of dual
bronchodilation comprising a long-acting β2-agonist plus a long-acting muscarinic antagonist
vs that of triple therapy (long-acting β2-agonist plus long-acting muscarinic antagonist plus
inhaled corticosteroid) in COPD.
Materials and methods: DACCORD is a non-interventional, observational clinical study that
recruited patients following COPD maintenance therapy initiation or change in maintenance
therapy between or within therapeutic class. Given the non-interventional nature of the study,
the decision to initiate or change medication had to be made by the patients’ physicians prior
to inclusion in DACCORD. We used a matched-pairs analysis to compare disease progression
in two patient groups: those receiving dual bronchodilation vs those receiving triple therapy
(each group n=1,046).
Results: In two subgroups of patients matched according to a broad range of demographic and
disease characteristics, over 1 year, fewer patients receiving dual bronchodilation exacerbated
than those receiving triple therapy (15.5% vs 26.6%; P,0.001), with a greater improvement
from baseline in COPD Assessment Test total score at 1 year (mean±SD -2.9±5.8 vs -1.4±5.5;
P,0.001). When analyzed according to prior therapy, the highest rate of exacerbations was in
patients on triple therapy prior to the study who remained on triple therapy. Those changing
from mono-bronchodilator to dual bronchodilation had the greatest COPD Assessment Test
total score improvement.
Conclusion: In this “real-life” cohort of patients with COPD, most of whom had not exacerbated in the 6 months prior to entry, triple therapy did not seem to improve outcomes compared
with dual bronchodilation in terms of either exacerbations or health status. Our analyses clearly
demonstrate the potential impact of prior medication on study results, something that should be
taken into account when interpreting the results even of controlled clinical trials.
Keywords: acute exacerbations of COPD, bronchodilator, COPD, COPD course and therapy,
health-related quality of life
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A comparison of particular interest in the management of COPD is dual bronchodilation vs triple therapy, as evaluated in a small number of interventional studies.1–4
Although such studies are useful, detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria mean that
they typically recruit narrow, selected populations. Non-interventional, observational
studies with limited or no inclusion/exclusion criteria, therefore, provide complementary information. However, to date, no observational studies have compared the
“real-world” effectiveness of dual bronchodilation and triple therapy.
DACCORD is an ongoing, non-interventional, observational clinical study being
conducted in primary and secondary care throughout Germany.5 Other than that all
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patients were to have either newly initiated or changed COPD
maintenance therapy between or within therapeutic class,
the study protocol does not mandate any treatment intervention. Patients have been recruited into two cohorts: in the
first cohort, approximately two-thirds of patients started or
switched to a treatment regimen including the long-acting
muscarinic antagonist (LAMA) glycopyrronium prior to
entry;6–9 in the second cohort, approximately two-thirds of
patients either started or switched to a regimen containing
a long-acting β2-agonist (LABA) plus LAMA fixed-dose
combination (FDC) prior to entry.10 Patients in both cohorts
were also permitted inhaled corticosteroid (ICS).
To avoid imbalances in disease characteristics and/or
demographics impacting the efficacy or safety analyses,
randomized controlled trials usually stratify randomization
into treatment arms. In contrast, to avoid the study process
influencing the treatment that patients receive, observational
studies typically do not stratify randomization. This means
that typical multi-arm, non-interventional, observational
studies have populations that differ between arms in terms
of patient or disease characteristics, which can complicate
the evaluation of comparative treatment effectiveness.
A matched-pairs analysis is one way of overcoming such
complications in two-arm observational studies. In such
analyses, pairs of patients are selected from the two arms,
matched by selected demographic and disease characteristics.
In the current manuscript, we pooled data from the two
DACCORD cohorts and used a matched-pairs analysis to
compare disease progression in two groups of patients: those
receiving dual bronchodilation with a LABA plus a LAMA
as a fixed or free combination (dual bronchodilation) and
those receiving triple therapy of a LABA plus a LAMA and
an ICS. Given the results from the WISDOM and FLAME
studies,2,11 our hypothesis was that in this “real-world” population, the outcomes would be similar in patients receiving
dual bronchodilation to those receiving triple therapy.

Materials and methods
Study design
As this is a non-interventional study, specific visits are not
mandated by the protocol. However, consistent with usual
care in Germany, it was anticipated that data would be
recorded approximately every 3 months. At the baseline
visit, data collected in Internet-based electronic case report
forms included demographic and disease characteristics, prescribed COPD medication, COPD Assessment Test (CAT),
modified Medical Research Council dyspnea scale (mMRC),
forced expiratory volume in 1 second, and exacerbations in
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the 6 months prior to entry (requiring oral corticosteroids
and/or antibiotics or hospitalization). We collected 6-month
historical exacerbation results to minimize the potential
impact of patient recall on data accuracy. At 3-monthly
visits, exacerbation data were collected, and at the 1-year
visit, CAT and exacerbation data were collected. Full details
of the methods have been previously published,5 as well as
the detailed baseline characteristics of the patients recruited
into the first cohort8 and the first year follow-up data from
the first6 and second cohorts.10

Study population
The main inclusion criteria were a diagnosis of COPD fulfilling the German COPD Disease Management Program
criteria (one of which is that the diagnosis of COPD is
confirmed by spirometry testing), age $40 years, and initiating or changing COPD maintenance medication. A patient
was eligible for inclusion if the change in medication was
either between or within therapeutic class (eg, from one
LAMA to another). Given the non-interventional nature of
the study, the decision to initiate or change medication had
to be made by the patients’ physicians prior to inclusion in
DACCORD. In order to recruit as broad a population as possible, patients were excluded only if they were in the asthma
Disease Management Program, or if they were participating
in a randomized clinical trial. The study is registered in the
European Network of Centers for Pharmacoepidemiology
and Pharmacovigilance (Registry Number EUPAS4207), and
was approved by the ethics committee of the University of
Erlangen-Nuremberg. All patients provided written informed
consent prior to inclusion.

Sample size and statistical methods
There was no specific sample size calculation for the analyses
reported here or for the overall DACCORD study. The overall
size of the study was determined by a need to collect data
that are representative of COPD management throughout
Germany. Cohort 1 aimed to recruit ~6,000 patients, with
Cohort 2 recruiting a further 6,000 patients.
The analyses reported in this manuscript are for only those
patients who on entry to DACCORD were receiving a LABA
plus a LAMA or a LABA plus a LAMA and an ICS, and who
continued to receive these regimens throughout the 1-year
follow-up. Since the aim was to compare these groups, to permit a “like with like” comparison as far as possible, we used
a matched-pairs approach. To select the parameters on which
to match the patients, we initially compared the demographic
and disease characteristics of the overall group of patients
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who on entering DACCORD were receiving dual bronchodilation with those receiving triple therapy. We identified
the parameters that were significantly different between the
groups, and from this list we selected those parameters that
(1) the “real-world” nature of the study meant that the type
and quality of data permitted matching (eg, COPD duration
is only captured in the database as #1 year and .1 year,
and so does not sufficiently differentiate between patients);
(2) did not overlap in terms of the characteristic captured;
(3) are known to be linked to exacerbation risk (such as
exacerbation history); and (4) resulted in populations of
sufficient size to draw conclusions (eg, including prior
medication in the matching would have excluded a high
proportion of patients). The parameters that we selected
were gender, age, body mass index, CAT total score (,10,
10–#20, 21–#30, and .30), lung function (Global Initiative
for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease [GOLD] spirometric
grades), exacerbation history (yes/no), and smoking history
(smokers, non-smokers, ex-smokers).
For the between-group comparisons of the baseline
characteristics, categorical variables were univariately
checked for independence from treatment groups using the
chi-squared test, with continuous variables tested for equal
distribution using Wilcoxon rank sum test. Exacerbation rates
were estimated using a negative binomial regression model
with annualized numbers of exacerbation as the dependent
variable and treatment group as the independent variable. For
CAT total score, mean values are presented, together with the
proportion of patients with clinically relevant (ie, $2 unit)
changes from baseline – either improvement or worsening.

Results
Participants
A total of 12,382 patients were recruited into the two cohorts,
with 8,201 completing the 1-year visit, 2,885 of whom
were receiving LABA+LAMA and 1,311 were receiving
triple therapy (Figure 1 and Table S1). The subsequent pairmatching process selected 1,046 patients in each group, who
were included in the subsequent analyses.

Matched-pairs analysis
Baseline characteristics

As shown in Table S1, the pair-matching process resulted
in two cohorts that were very similar in terms of baseline
demographics and disease characteristics. A higher proportion of patients in the triple therapy group had disease
duration of .1 year, and a higher proportion had mMRC
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score $2. In addition, although overall, a similar proportion
of patients had at least one comorbidity, the proportion
of patients with diabetes mellitus type 2 was lower in the
triple therapy group. In the LABA+LAMA group, a total
of 797 patients (76%) were receiving their medication as a
LABA/LAMA combination inhaler, with 249 patients (24%)
receiving separate inhalers. In the triple group, 770 patients
(74%) were receiving a LABA/ICS single combination
inhaler plus a separate LAMA, 141 patients (13%) were
receiving a LABA/LAMA combination inhaler plus a
separate ICS, and 135 patients (13%) were receiving ICS,
LABA, and LAMA in three separate inhalers.

Treatment effectiveness
Over the 1-year follow-up, significantly fewer patients in the
LABA+LAMA group experienced an exacerbation (15.5% vs
26.6%; P,0.001), with a rate of exacerbations significantly
lower than in the triple therapy group (0.184 [95% confidence
limit 0.156, 0.216] vs 0.364 [0.320, 0.414]; P,0.001). Furthermore, after 12 months, patients in the LABA+LAMA
group had a significantly greater improvement from baseline
in the CAT total score (mean±SD -2.9±5.8 vs -1.4±5.5;
P,0.001), with a significantly greater proportion of patients
having a clinically relevant improvement compared to the
triple therapy group (61.8% vs 47.2%; P,0.001).

Prior COPD maintenance medication
Given that the disease and demographic characteristics of
the two groups were matched at baseline, these results (with
dual bronchodilation consistently statistically superior to
triple therapy) were counterintuitive. To better understand
this phenomenon, we also compared the prior medication
in the two groups. As can be seen in Figure 2, there was a
substantial imbalance in prior COPD maintenance medication between the two groups.

Analysis by prior therapy
Baseline characteristics

To evaluate the effect of prior medication, we grouped the
patients as follows: patients in the LABA+LAMA group
who were 1) previously receiving a single bronchodilator
(ie, added a bronchodilator on entry) or 2) previously
receiving LABA+LAMA (ie, remained on LABA+LAMA
substance classes, although with a change in at least one of
the molecules); and patients in the triple therapy group who
were 3) previously receiving LABA+ICS or LAMA+ICS
(ie, added a bronchodilator on entry) or 4) previously
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Figure 1 Patient disposition, including numbers of patients included in the initial matched-pairs analysis and those included in the subsequent analyses by prior COPD
maintenance therapy.
Abbreviations: ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist.

receiving triple therapy (ie, remained on triple therapy,
although with a change in at least one of the molecules). The
parameters included in the original pair matching were still
reasonably well balanced across subgroups (Table 1). Those
patients who stayed on LABA+LAMA or triple therapy were
slightly less likely to have a history of exacerbations than
those who added a bronchodilator, and those who stayed on
LABA+LAMA had a slightly better (ie, lower) CAT total
score than the other groups. In terms of the parameters that
were not included in the pair matching, patients who stayed
on LABA+LAMA or triple therapy were more likely to have
been diagnosed .1 year prior to study entry than those who
added a bronchodilator.

Treatment effectiveness
Most of the patients included in this analysis did not exacerbate over the 1-year follow-up. The highest percentage
of patients exacerbating during the 1-year follow-up was in
2560
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the group of patients on triple therapy prior to the study who
remained on triple therapy (Figure 3). This group also had
the highest rate of exacerbations during the 1-year follow-up
(Figure 4). Furthermore, 7.5% of the patients who stayed
on triple therapy had two or more exacerbations over this
period, compared with 6.6% of the patients who added a
bronchodilator to receive triple therapy and 3.5% of patients
in the two LABA+LAMA groups.
The group to have the greatest benefit in terms of
CAT total score at 12 months was of those changing from
a mono-LABA or mono-LAMA to LABA+LAMA on
entry, with a clinically relevant improvement in mean total
score and nearly two-thirds of patients having a clinically
relevant improvement (Table 2). The group of patients who
remained on triple therapy had an overall improvement in
CAT total score that was below the threshold of clinical
relevance, with nearly a third of patients having a clinically
relevant worsening, whereas less than one-fifth of patients
International Journal of COPD 2018:13
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Figure 2 Prior therapy, according to post-baseline treatment group in the matched-pair analysis (n=2,092).
Note: aIncludes patients receiving only short-acting bronchodilators and those receiving regimens containing theophylline and/or phosphodiesterase-4 inhibitors.
Abbreviations: ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist.

who added a bronchodilator to receive triple therapy had
a clinically relevant worsening. Although approximately
half of the patients who stayed on LABA+LAMA had
a clinically relevant improvement in CAT, the mean
improvement from baseline in CAT total score was not
clinically relevant.

Discussion
This is the first study to compare the “real-world” effectiveness of dual LABA+LAMA bronchodilation with that of
triple therapy. We used a matched-pairs approach, based on
a broad range of demographic and disease characteristics.
This successfully resulted in two cohorts that were matched
across a broad range of parameters beyond those used in the
pair matching. Over the subsequent 1-year follow-up period,
LABA+LAMA therapy was superior to triple therapy in
terms of both exacerbations and health status (CAT total
score), with statistically significant differences between
the two groups. However, differences in prior medication
potentially influenced these results, as shown in a series of
additional analyses with patients grouped not only according to therapy received on entry to and during the study,
but also the prior therapy. This gave us four groups large
enough to draw conclusions – those who stayed on dual
bronchodilation or triple therapy, and those who added a
bronchodilator to receive either dual bronchodilation or triple
International Journal of COPD 2018:13

therapy. Importantly, despite this subgrouping, the baseline
characteristics still remained well balanced.
The analyses of these four subgroups clearly demonstrate
how prior therapy can influence subsequent results. This is
something that controlled trials rarely take into account –
with the design of such studies often resulting in patients
being “homogenized” onto either minimum (eg, short-acting
bronchodilator) or maximum medication (eg, in WISDOM2)
during a run-in period. As a consequence, controlled studies
overlook (or at least reduce) the opportunity to determine
which patients will respond to therapies under “real-life”
conditions. It is important that when interpreting any trial,
readers consider the potential influence of patient selection
and prior therapy, not only on the results of the trial but also
on the generalizability and applicability of the findings. The
group to gain most benefit from therapy over the 1-year
follow-up was those previously receiving monotherapy with a
LABA or a LAMA who added a second bronchodilator. This
group had the lowest exacerbation rate of the four analyzed,
with a clinically relevant improvement in mean CAT total
score and the highest proportion of patients with a clinically
relevant improvement in health status, gaining more benefit
from the therapy change than the group adding another bronchodilator to ICS plus bronchodilator therapy. In contrast,
the group that remained on triple therapy had the highest
exacerbation rate, the highest percentage exacerbating, and
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 1 Baseline demographics and disease characteristics of patients subgrouped according to prior therapy
Baseline therapy

LABA+LAMA

Change from prior therapy

Added
bronchodilator
(n=376)

Gender, n (%)a
Male
243 (64.6)
66.4±9.9
Age (years)a
Age groups, n (%)
156 (41.5)
,65
65–75
144 (38.3)
76 (20.2)
.75
27.6±5.6
BMI (kg/m²)a
Time since primary diagnosis, n (%)
93 (24.7)
#1 year
283 (75.3)
.1 year
Smoking history, n (%)a
Ex-smoker
194 (51.6)
Current smoker
132 (35.1)
Non-smoker
50 (13.3)
FEV1 % predicted, n (%)a,b
45 (12.0)
$80%
230 (61.2)
50#FEV1,80%
94 (25.0)
30#FEV1,50%
7 (1.9)
,30%
Exacerbations in the 6 months prior to entry, n (%)a
0
289 (76.9)
1
66 (17.6)
21 (5.6)
$2
1.7±1.0
mMRC score
mMRC score, n (%)
0–1
172 (45.7)
204 (54.3)
$2
19.9±6.8
CAT total score
CAT total score, n (%)a
26 (7.0)
,10
10–20
157 (41.8)
21–30
178 (47.3)
15 (4.0)
.30
Comorbidities, n (%)
Alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency
0
Bronchiectasis
2 (0.5)
Bronchial carcinoma
3 (0.8)
Cardiovascular disease
217 (57.7)
Diabetes mellitus type 2
69 (18.4)
Osteoporosis
15 (4.0)
Psychiatric disorders
23 (6.1)
Sleep apnea
27 (7.2)

Triple
Stayed on
LABA+LAMA
(n=201)

Added
bronchodilator
(n=468)

Stayed
on triple
(n=400)

132 (65.7)
67.4±9.5

308 (65.8)
66.4±10.2

254 (63.5)
67.4±9.6

82 (40.8)
73 (36.3)
46 (22.9)
27.7±5.2

206 (44.0)
170 (36.3)
92 (19.7)
27.7±4.8

151 (37.8)
166 (41.5)
83 (20.8)
27.2±5.8

27 (13.4)
174 (86.6)

79 (16.9)
389 (83.1)

52 (13.0)
348 (87.0)

111 (55.2)
69 (34.3)
21 (10.4)

238 (50.9)
165 (35.3)
65 (13.9)

221 (55.3)
120 (30.0)
59 (14.8)

16 (8.0)
108 (53.7)
73 (36.3)
4 (2.0)

64 (13.7)
277 (59.2)
117 (25.0)
10 (2.1)

41 (10.3)
222 (55.5)
122 (30.5)
15 (3.8)

167 (83.1)
27 (13.4)
7 (3.5)
1.7±0.9

369 (78.8)
77 (16.5)
22 (4.7)
1.9±1.0

326 (81.5)
59 (14.8)
15 (3.8)
1.8±1.0

88 (43.8)
113 (56.2)
17.7±6.4

167 (35.7)
301 (64.3)
20.3±6.5

156 (39.0)
244 (61.0)
19.0±6.8

15 (7.5)
117 (58.2)
62 (30.8)
7 (3.5)

26 (5.5)
200 (42.7)
227 (48.5)
15 (3.2)

36 (9.1)
192 (48.0)
160 (40.0)
12 (3.0)

0
0
3 (1.5)
126 (62.7)
34 (16.9)
14 (7.0)
12 (6.0)
21 (10.4)

1 (0.2)
6 (1.3)
7 (1.5)
235 (50.2)
75 (16.0)
19 (4.1)
22 (4.7)
29 (6.2)

1 (0.3)
3 (0.8)
9 (2.3)
221 (55.3)
55 (13.8)
26 (6.5)
29 (7.3)
31 (7.8)

Notes: Data are mean±SD, unless stated otherwise. aParameters included in the original pair matching. bRandom spirometry, assessed without requirement for washout of
COPD medication or additional inhalation of short-acting β2-agonist.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting
muscarinic antagonist; mMRC, modified Medical Research Council dyspnea scale.

the highest percentage with a clinically relevant worsening
in health status. Taken together, these data suggest that the
more classes of COPD maintenance therapy a patient already
receives, the lower is the benefit from the addition of a drug
class – in other words, there is less room for improvement.
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Given that one of the few inclusion criteria for
DACCORD was initiation or change in maintenance COPD
therapy, although we describe two of the groups as “stayed
on”, this was at therapeutic class only, with all of these
patients having a change in at least one of the molecules
International Journal of COPD 2018:13
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Figure 3 Percentage of patients reporting exacerbations over the 1-year follow-up in patients subgrouped according to prior therapy.
Abbreviations: LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist.

within these classes. Since not all LABAs, LAMAs, and ICSs
are the same (and are delivered via a range of inhalers), this
may complicate the comparisons of the four groups, and is a
partial limitation of the analyses, although it reflects real-life
practice, in that patients and physicians change medications

within the same class, often with accompanying changes
in inhalers. However, it may help to explain the clinically
relevant improvement in health status seen in two-fifths of
patients who stayed on triple therapy. The most common
prior medication in this group was a twice-daily ICS/LABA
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Figure 4 Annualized moderate and severe exacerbation rates in patients subgrouped according to prior therapy.
Abbreviations: LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist.
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Table 2 CAT total score at month 12 – change from baseline in total score and responder analysis in patients subgrouped according
to prior therapy
Baseline therapy

LABA+LAMA

Change from prior therapy

Added
bronchodilator
(n=376)

Stayed on
LABA+LAMA
(n=201)

Added
bronchodilator
(n=468)

Stayed
on triple
(n=400)

Change from baseline in CAT
total score, mean±SD
Responder analysis, n (%)a
Clinically relevant improvement
Clinically relevant worsening

-3.3±6.0

-1.5±5.5

-1.6±5.2

-0.9±6.0

244 (64.9)
61 (16.2)

100 (49.8)
48 (23.9)

229 (48.9)
89 (19.0)

164 (41.0)
122 (30.5)

Triple

Note: aA clinically relevant improvement is a reduction in CAT from baseline of at least two points, whereas a clinically relevant worsening is an increase from baseline of
at least two points.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist.

plus a once-daily LAMA; on entry to DACCORD, many of
these patients had initiated a once-daily LABA/LAMA FDC
plus an ICS. The benefit could, therefore, be a simple trial
effect,12–14 or could reflect the improved efficacy of oncedaily compared with “older” twice-daily equivalents.11,15–18
However, as adherence is not measured in DACCORD,
we cannot exclude the possibility that the results could be
explained by potential differences in adherence from oncedaily vs twice-daily dosing, or from the use of separate
inhalers compared with FDCs. In particular, since no single
inhaler triple therapy was available at the time of recruitment into DACCORD, patients in the triple therapy groups
had to be using at least two inhalers. Poor adherence could,
therefore, potentially impact these patients more than those
in the LABA+LAMA groups.
A number of interventional, randomized controlled trials
have demonstrated the potential benefit of triple therapy
in the management of COPD, including TRILOGY and
FULFIL,19,20 which compared triple therapy with ICS/LABA,
TRINITY,21 which compared single-inhaler and multiple
inhaler triple therapy with LAMA monotherapy, TRIBUTE,3
which compared triple therapy with LABA/LAMA, and
IMPACT,4 which compared triple therapy with ICS/LABA
and LABA/LAMA. These studies consistently demonstrated
a benefit of triple therapy, especially in terms of exacerbations
(especially in patients with higher blood eosinophil levels),
with many also suggesting a benefit in terms of health status.
However, these studies recruited populations that had an
exacerbation history – and although this is consistent with
the GOLD recommendations for initial therapy, these are
not necessarily the patients who receive triple therapy in
“real-life” practice. Indeed, a number of database analyses
have indicated that there is a gradual creep in COPD maintenance therapy, with a high proportion of patients eventually receiving triple therapy even in the absence of a history
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of exacerbations.22,23 This disparity between the recruited
populations may help to explain some of the differences in
results between the previous randomized controlled trials and
this analysis of DACCORD. A previous database analysis
in GOLD group A and B patients (ie, patients at low risk of
future exacerbations) used a similar method to select two
matched subgroups, one receiving ICS and the other nonICS containing therapy.24 Despite similar overall outcomes,
ICS use was associated with significantly increased health
care resource utilization, with the authors concluding “using
ICS according to GOLD recommendations may offer an
opportunity for improving patient care and reducing resource
use”.24 Importantly, a number of studies have demonstrated
that ICS can be withdrawn without deleterious consequences
in appropriately selected patients (in particular, those who
are not frequently exacerbating).2,25
There is growing evidence that a group of patients with
COPD do not benefit from ICS as their disease mechanisms
are not steroid responsive, with some analyses suggesting
that only patients with high levels of eosinophils respond
to such therapy.3,26–28 This may help to explain the relatively poor results in the two triple therapy subgroups in
DACCORD – especially given recent data that suggest
triple therapy can reduce the rate of exacerbations compared
with dual bronchodilation.3 It is also possible that these
patients were at a later disease stage and/or had more severe
disease than those on bronchodilator monotherapy – as suggested by the higher proportion of patients who had been
diagnosed .1 year prior to entry and who had worse mMRC
scores (unfortunately, neither more detail on disease duration
nor imaging data are captured in DACCORD). However,
a substantial proportion of these patients had not exacerbated in the 6 months prior to entering DACCORD; these
patients could potentially be categorized as being GOLD
groups A or B, for whom ICS-containing therapy would not
International Journal of COPD 2018:13
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be recommended – although we do not know why the ICS
was initially prescribed for these patients. It is of note that
the GOLD strategy document suggests that one option for
patients who continue to exacerbate despite triple therapy is
to stop ICS, given a reported lack of efficacy, an elevated
risk of adverse effects, and evidence showing no significant
harm from withdrawal.2,25,29
The analyses included less than one-fifth of the overall
DACCORD population completing 1 year. However, most
of the patients were excluded on the basis of their medication
(rather than through the pair-matching process). We, therefore,
believe that the population we analyzed is representative of
patients receiving only dual bronchodilation or inhaled triple
therapy in the real world, even though more than half of the
patients had mild or moderate airflow limitation. Further, since
at the time recruitment commenced into the LABA+LAMA
group, the only FDC LABA+LAMA on the market was
indacaterol + glycopyrronium, the results we observed may
not extrapolate to all such combinations. Indeed, in a recent
Cochrane review comparing LABA+LAMA combinations
with LABA+ICS, although most of the LABA+LAMA combinations had a similar effect on health status (assessed using
the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire), only indacaterol +
glycopyrronium reduced the rate of COPD exacerbations.30 A
possible source of bias is that the decision to change medication
(and the medication change itself) was made by each patient’s
physician – and the reason for the change in medication was
not captured in the study database. Although we have clearly
demonstrated that prior medication influenced the subsequent
results, we cannot use these data to “adjust” or “correct” the
results of controlled clinical trials. The “real-life” nature of the
study is also a potential source of bias, since although we used
an extensive list of parameters in the matched-pairs approach,
we cannot completely exclude the possibility that the groups
differed in terms of other unmeasured characteristics.

Conclusion
In this “real-life” cohort of patients with COPD, most of
whom had not exacerbated in the 6 months prior to entry,
triple therapy did not seem to improve outcomes compared
with LABA+LAMA in terms of either exacerbations or health
status. Our analyses suggest that the greatest benefit from the
COPD maintenance therapy change on entry to DACCORD
was in those patients who added a second bronchodilator to a
single bronchodilator to receive dual bronchodilation (ie, effectively doubling the therapy they received). This benefit was
greater than those who added another bronchodilator to an ICS
plus bronchodilator therapy (mostly ICS/LABA) to receive
International Journal of COPD 2018:13
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triple therapy. The group of patients who stayed on triple were
at the highest risk of the four groups in exacerbating, despite
the groups being matched on a range of baseline characteristics.
Finally, our analyses clearly demonstrate the potential impact
of prior medication on study results, something that should
be taken into account when interpreting the results even of
controlled clinical trials.

Data sharing statement
Patient-level data are not publicly available since DACCORD
is ongoing.
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Supplementary material
Table S1 Baseline demographics and disease characteristics of patients, overall and in the matched-pairs analysis
Parameter

Overall
LABA+LAMA
(n=2,885)

Gender, n (%)a
Male
1,747 (60.6)
66.2±10.1
Age (years)a
Age groups, n (%)
1,269 (44.0)
,65
65–75
1,031 (35.7)
585 (20.3)
.75
27.6±5.7
BMI (kg/m²)a
Time since primary diagnosis, n (%)
809 (28.0)
#1 year
2,076 (72.0)
.1 year
Smoking history, n (%)a
Ex-smoker
1,176 (40.8)
Current smoker
1,171 (40.6)
Non-smoker
533 (18.5)
FEV1 % predicted, n (%)a,d
559 (19.4)
$80%
1,571 (54.5)
50#FEV1,80%
659 (22.8)
30#FEV1,50%
96 (3.3)
,30%
Exacerbations in the 6 months prior to entry, n (%)a
0
2,254 (78.1)
1
443 (15.4)
164 (5.7)
$2
1.6±1.0
mMRC score
mMRC score, n (%)
0–1
1,365 (47.3)
1,520 (52.7)
$2
18.7±7.6
CAT total score
CAT total score, n (%)a
365 (12.7)
,10
10–20
1,301 (45.1)
21–30
1,039 (36.0)
180 (6.2)
.30
Comorbidities, n (%)
None
567 (19.7)
Alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency
2 (0.1)
Bronchiectasis
24 (0.8)
Bronchial carcinoma
36 (1.2)
Cardiovascular disease
1,639 (56.8)
Diabetes mellitus type 2
525 (18.2)
Osteoporosis
171 (5.9)
Psychiatric disorders
258 (8.9)
Sleep apnea
251 (8.7)

Matched pairs
Triple
(n=1,311)

LABA+LAMA
(n=1,046)

Triple
(n=1,046)

P-value

799 (60.9)
66.7±10.1

662 (63.3)
66.5±9.8

662 (63.2)
66.8±10.0

0.999b
0.506c
0.956b

551 (42.0)
493 (37.6)
267 (20.4)
27.2±5.5

438 (41.9)
398 (38.0)
210 (20.1)
27.6±5.5

438 (41.9)
393 (37.6)
215 (20.6)
27.4±5.3

231 (17.6)
1,080 (82.4)

272 (26.0)
774 (74.0)

188 (18.0)
858 (82.0)

638 (48.7)
450 (34.3)
216 (16.5)

525 (50.2)
368 (35.2)
153 (14.6)

525 (50.2)
368 (35.2)
153 (14.6)

161 (12.3)
680 (51.9)
392 (29.9)
78 (5.9)

129 (12.3)
598 (57.2)
292 (27.9)
27 (2.6)

129 (12.3)
598 (57.2)
292 (27.9)
27 (2.6)

0.488c
,0.001b

0.999b

0.999b

0.626b
927 (70.7)
259 (19.8)
113 (8.6)
1.9±1.0

824 (78.8)
169 (16.2)
53 (5.1)
1.7±1.0

824 (78.8)
169 (16.2)
53 (5.1)
1.9±1.0

470 (35.9)
841 (64.1)
20.7±7.2

447 (42.7)
599 (57.3)
19.6±6.8

388 (37.1)
658 (62.9)
20.1±6.7

92 (7.0)
537 (41.0)
582 (44.4)
100 (7.6)

71 (6.8)
459 (43.9)
472 (45.1)
44 (4.2)

71 (6.8)
459 (43.9)
472 (45.1)
44 (4.2)

254 (19.4)
3 (0.2)
20 (1.5)
26 (2.0)
712 (54.3)
190 (14.5)
78 (5.9)
107 (8.2)
99 (7.6)

208 (19.9)
1 (0.1)
4 (0.4)
16 (1.5)
620 (59.3)
203 (19.4)
66 (6.3)
79 (7.6)
86 (8.2)

211 (20.2)
2 (0.2)
10 (1.0)
19 (1.8)
556 (53.2)
155 (14.8)
56 (5.4)
68 (6.5)
80 (7.6)

0.002c
0.008b

0.123c
0.985b

0.870b
0.538b,e
0.087b,e
0.536b,e
0.111b,e
0.026b,e
0.810b,e
0.745b,e
0.875b,e

Notes: Data are mean±SD, unless stated otherwise. aParameters included in the pair matching. Groups compared using bchi-squared test or cWilcoxon test. dRandom
spirometry, assessed without requirement for washout of COPD medication or additional inhalation of short-acting β2-agonist. eP-values calculated in the population
excluding those with all entries blank on the case report form.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting
muscarinic antagonist; mMRC, modified Medical Research Council dyspnea scale.
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